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What’s WATERMARK SOFTWARE

This is an Easy-to-Use photo so�ware. Alllow you to

beau�fy a photo within a few clicks.

This is an Effecient graphic so�ware. Famous for its

outstanding performance of changing 300 photos in 1

minute.

This is a Rich-Featured image so�ware. Meet all your

needs in photo edi�ng.

This is a Vivid photo so�ware. 500 Fodders and wonderful

Effects! Explore more yourself.

Giveaway License:WS-WSWB-A357300782-00BCFF887E-C5D4FBFEFC

Note: Valid before Apr 5, 2016.

Giveaway version doesn't support any update and service.

50% OFF to Upgrade LIFETIME License

Adding Signatures And

branding Your Ownership

DelighAul signatures is

commonly seen in famous

photos. If like, you can easily

create your best signature by

following this tutorial.

Get Your Photo A Logo to

Get Away from Copyright

Infringements

Adding logo to photo will

reduce photo losing at a

large extent. It will help you

to put logo on pictures with

easiest way.

One-Stop Photo

Watermark Creator

Watermark So�ware

Save Your Substan�al

Time in Watermarking

Watermark So�ware allows

Road to Play with Any Photos & Videos
Watermark So�ware is designed to provide the best watermarks solu�on for anyone.

One copy installed on PC, you can easily adds all kinds of watermarks beyond thought.

Thanks to its delicate designs, you are allowed to add Logo, Signature, Mosaic

to photos at one �me in the fastest speed.
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provides one-stop

watermark solu�on to any

photos. Such as, crea�ng

watermark(text watermark

& image watermark), adding

watermark and saving

watermarks can be done

swi� & easily.

you to add watermark to

numerous photos

automa�cally. It gets the

fastest processing engine to

watermark 300 photos in 1

min. Follow this link to batch

watermark photos.

Build Something with

Photo Watermark.

Insert seabirds to a sea

scene? Add avatar to digital

photos? Or have some bar

codes to apply? Anything

you want to do with photos,

you can create them with

Watermark So�ware. Refer

to Photo Watermark Tutorial

to know more.

Create Interes�ng GIF

Anima�on from Video

A simple way to create an

animated GIF image from a

video. You can get a vivid live

photo just like iPhone 6s, but

simpler than iPhone 6s.
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